### Birth month:
- January: Captain
- February: Chief Engineer
- March: Doctor
- April: Commander
- May: Administrator
- June: Space Ranger
- July: Magistrate
- August: Prime Minister
- September: Supreme Lord
- October: Special Emissary
- November: Science Officer
- December: Admiral

### First letter of your first name:
- A – Maximum
- B – Alpha
- C – Cyborg
- D – Andromeda
- E – Moonrise
- F – Quasar
- G – Sparky
- H – Cosmo
- I – Poindexter
- J – Castor
- K – Nova
- L – Edison
- M – Chuck
- N – Vortex
- O – Chaos
- P – Maximilian
- Q – Skippy
- R – Dirk
- S – Plutonia
- T – Nebula
- U – Zodiac
- V – Oberon
- W – Newton
- X – Calypso
- Y – Photon
- Z – Calculus

### Last number of your birth year:
- 0 – Skypants
- 1 – Forcefingers
- 2 – Von Proton
- 3 – Spacebees
- 4 – Astroface
- 5 – G-Force
- 6 – Gasbottom
- 7 – Hyperdrive
- 8 – Lightrunner
- 9 – Starboss

### First letter of your last name:
- A – Aerospace Delegation
- B – Solar Academy
- C – Deep Space Consortium
- D – Atomic Hovergroup
- E – Martian Fleet
- F – Plutonic Institute
- G – Centaurian Twelve
- H – Galactic Matrix
- I – Refraction Division
- J – Rocketeer Association
- K – Floating Syndicate
- L – Virtual Federation
- M – Xenon Society
- N – Skyfleet University
- O – Galactic Overseers
- P – Celestial Mechanics
- Q – Rocketeer Union
- R – Lunar Alliance
- S – Future Guild
- T – Mercurian Outfield
- U – Orbital Dodgeball Team
- V – Archimedean Test Committee
- W – Uncertainty Principles
- X – Venusian League
- Y – Orion Buckle Squad
- Z – Neptunian Colonizers
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